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1. INTRODUCTION 
Often the approach to studying abelian groups is to view them as modules over 
their endomorphism rings. This approach was initiated by J. Reid and continued by 
several others. (For example, [A], [R], [AP], [VW], [V]). 
One natural problem is to describe the injective hull of .4 as a module over its 
endomorphism ring E(A). In particular, when does the injective hull of the E(A)-
module A coincide with the divisible hull of the abelian group A? A description of 
the E(.4)-injective hull of A was given in [VW] for torsion-free groups of finite rank 
and an answer to the question was given in [V] under further restrictions on A. 
Our purpose is to address this question further. This leads to the following prop-
erty which is dual to flatness. A torsion-free group A is called coflat if, for every ?i, 
whenever D is a pure subgroup of An which contains an epimorphic image of Am as 
an essential subgroup for some ??i, then An/D is a subgroup of a direct sum of copies 
of A. 
In Section 2, we explore the coflat property and give various characterizations of 
coflatness in Theorem 2.4. These results are applied to finite rank coflat groups in 
Section 3. In particular we show that a finite rank group A is coflat if and only if 
the £(/l)-injcctive and /-divisible hulls of A coincide. 
Section 4 discusses the relationship between the coflatness of A and ring-theoretic 
properties of E(A). We show that in order for A to be coflat, E(A) must be of a 
certain genre, so we introduce the concept of a coflat ring. A ring It is called coflat 
if whenever M is an It-module with AI+ torsion-free and 0 —> V -> ® n It —> M —> 0 
is exact with V containing a finitely generated module U with V/U torsion, then M 
is a submodule of a finitely generated projective module. We show that when A is 
faithfully flat as an E(A)-module, A is coflat if and only if E(A) is a coflat ring. This 
is in sharp contrast to the case when A is flat over E(A), since for every cotorsion-frec 
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reduced ring E there is a faithfully flat group A with E = E(A). Furthermore, our 
results allow us to give examples of coflat groups and non-coflat groups. 
We write RD(A) for f\{kei f \ f: _4 -> D}. The symbols HA and TA denote the 
functors HA(G) = Hom(A,G) and TA(M) = M ®E(A) A respectively. Associated 
with these functors is the evaluation map 6Q ' TAHA(G) —> G. The class
 CCA of 
A-solvable groups consists of the abelian groups G for which 9Q is an isomorphism. 
The natural map from a right __?(_4)-module M into JIATA(M) will be denoted by 
2 . COFLAT GROUPS OF ARBITRARY RANK 
Our description of coflat group requires the following discussion of finitely A-
generated subgroups of 4 7 , i.e. subgroups which arc images of An for some n. We 
say that a subniodule U of the left E'(A)-module Hom(_4n,4) is an annihilator if 
U = {f e Hom(_4n, A) | f(X) = 0} for some subset X of An. 
Theorem 2.1 . The following conditions arc equivalent for a torsion-free abelian 
group A: 
(a) Hom(_4n, A) has the ACC for annihilators for all n < u. 
(b) For every index-set J and every finitely A-generated subgroup U of A1, there 
is a finite subset J of I such that ker7Tj D U = 0 where itj : A1 —» AJ is the 
projection whose kernel is A!\J. 
P r o o f . We will first show that (a) => (b). 
Let U be a finitely A-generated subgroup of A7 for some index-set / . There are 
m < UJ and an epimorphism (p: Am -> U. Assume, kernj D U ^ 0 for all finite 
subsets J of I. Let j 0 6 I be arbitrary. If we have found Jn = {j0 , • • • ,jn} C J, then 
U Pi ker7Tjn ^ 0 allows us to choose an index j n + i G / \ Jn and un+i G U 0 ker7Tjri 
w i t h 7 T j l i + 1 ( i . n + i ) ^ 0. 
Let A"n be the kernel of the map 7rjit(p and Un = ann(Xn), an annihilator in 
Hom(_4m,_4). Because of Jn C JH+i, we have Xn+i C Xn and Un C Un+i. Since 
Hom(_4m,_4) has the ACC for annihilators, there is k < UJ with Un = Uk for all 
n ^ k. If x G -4m satisfies ip(x) = Wfc-fi? then 7Tjfc+1(D(:r) ^ 0. Since iik+i G ker 7TjA., 
we have x G Xk. Therefore, 7Tjk+1(p g Uk = Uk+i. On the other hand, let z G XA.+1. 
Then irjk+1(p(z) = 0 implies 7Tjk+1(p(z) = 0. Hence, 7rjk+1(p G Ufc+i, which results in 
a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that the groups A1 have the described property for their 
finitely A-generated subgroups. Let {Un}n<UJ be an ascending chain of annihilator 
submodules of Hom(Am ,A) where m < u. For each n < CJ, choose fn G U,l+i \ Un 
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and define a map a: Am -> A" by a(x) = ( /n( .r))n < w for all x G A
m. Since a(Am) 
is a finitely ^-generated subgroup of Au', there exists a finite subset, J C UJ such 
that a(Am) n kevnj = 0. Let i be the largest element of J. 
Write Un = ani^Nn,), and choose x G Xi with fi+i(x) ^ 0. This x exists because 
of / f + i G U7+i \U*. For n ^ i, we have / n G Un C U; and / n(x) = 0. Therefore, a(x) 
is a non-zero element of a(Am) which is contained in 7Tn_zA C ker 7Tj, a contradiction. 
• 
Corollary 2.2. If E(A) has finite rank as an abelian group or is left Noetherian, 
then Hom(An ,A) Las the ascending chain condition for annihilators. 
P r o o f . Observe that Hom(An, A) is a finitely generated free left F(A)-module, 
and that annihilators are pure subgroups of Hom(An ,A). D 
A partial characterization of the groups A such that Hom(An, A) has the ACC for 
annihilators is obtained in 
Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a torsion-free abelian 
group A which is faithfully flat as an E(A)-module and has a strongly non-singular 
endomorphism ring: 
(a) E(A) has hnite Goldie-dimension as a right E(A)-module. 
(})) The module Hom(_4n, A) has the ACC for annihilators for all n < u. 
P r o o f , (a) => (b): Suppose that (b) fails. By Theorem 2.1, there exists m < u 
such that we can find an infinite sequence 0 < t\ < ... < Cn < ... < u and 
maps ftn G Hom(yi
m,A^n) with ker/?n+i C ker/3n. To simplify our notation, write 
Un = ker/Jn. Since A is flat as an F(A)-module, Un is y-1-solvable because *£& is 
A-closed [Al]. Moreover, we have an exact sequence 0 -> HA(UU) —> HA(A,U) —> 
HA(Pn(A
m)) where HA{/3n(A
m)) C HA(A^) is a non-singular right E(A)-module. 
Thus, HA(A"1)/HA(UU) is non-singular for all n < UJ. In particular, HA(UU+\) 
is not essential in HA(U1X) since otherwise H/i(Un)/Hy4(Un+i) would be a singular 
subinodule of LF4(-4m)//F4(Un+i), which is isomorphic to a submodule of E(A)
e". 
But this is only possible if HA(Un) = HA(UU+\). Since Un and Un+i arc A-solvable, 
this would yield Un = Un+i, wliich contradicts Un+i C Un. Therefore, we can choose 
a non-zero submodule IVn of HA(UU) with Wn n HA(Un+ \) = 0. Then © n < w Wn is 
an infinite direct sum of non-zero submodules of HA(A11X) = Q)mE(A), which has 
finite Goldie dimension by (a), contradiction. 
(b) =̂> (a): Suppose that E(A) has infinite right Goldie dimension, and let U0 ® 
. . . 0 Un 0 . . . be an infinite direct sum of non-zero right ideals of E(A). Denote the 
^-closure of © t > ; i Un in E(A) by Vn ([G]). We have Vn+i C Vn since Vn+1 = Vn 
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would imply Un C Vn+l. On the other hand, 0 ? : ^ n + 1 Ut is essential in Vn+1. Thus, 
Un fl 0 7 > n + 1 Ui 7- 0, which is not possible. 
Since F'(A) is strongly non-singular, we obtain that E(A)/Vn C F;(A)
£" for some 
suitable tn < UJ. For ?i > 0, we have that TA(E(A)/Vn) is a non-zero subgroup 
of Atn =" T ^ ( F ( A ) ^ ' ) since A is faithfully flat and E(A)/Vn ^ 0. In particular, 
Vn+XA is a proper subgroup of VnA = T/\(Vn) again by the faithful flatness of A. 
For n > 0, there is a map an: A -> A
in with k e r a n = VnA. Define a: A -> f ] A
£" 
7 l > 0 
by a (a) = (oLn(a)) n>0. 
By (b), there is a A: < UJ such that the projection 7^: Yl -4f" -> / l f / ® . . . (P A^A 
71>0 
with k e r ^ = f l ^ £ " satisfies ker7T/c n a(A) = 0. Let x G 14-4 \ 14+1-4- Then 
n>k 
Qk+\(x) •£ 0, but Qi(x) = 0 for all i ^ k. Hence, a(x) is a non-zero element of 
Yl A£u, which is not possible. • 
n>k 
We now apply the results of the last theorems to obtain our main result. 
T h e o r e m 2.4 . The following conditions arc equivalent for a torsion-free abelian 
group A such that Hom(A m , A) has the ACC for annihilators for all n < UJ: 
(a) A is coflat. 
(b) Ifn < UJ and f G Hom(_4,,4n) . then RA(A
n/[f(A)]*) = 0. 
(c) Hom(Q.4, Q) is a flat QE(A)-module. 
P r o o f , (a) => (b) is obvious. 
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(b) => (c): By [Rn, Exercise 3.39], it suffices to show that , whenever ]T cv7/7 = 0 for 
i=\ 
some Q I , . . . , an G Hom(QA , Q) and / i , . . . , fn G QE(A), there exists gtj G QE(A) 
771 
and /3j G Hom(Q_4, Q) for j = l,...,m and i = l,...,n with X] /^'gu — °'.' a i R l 
i=i 
z = l 
Choose a non-zero integer 5 with sfi G F"(A), and define / : A —> An by / ( « ) = 
( • 5 / i W ? " - ) s / n ( f l ) ) ' ^ y 0-0. there exists an index-set I and a monomorphism y?: 
i4 n / [ / ( -4)]* —> ^47. Because of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that / = m for some 
m < uj since hiKp is a finitely A-generatcd subgroup of A1. 
Let VJ: A —> _4n be the embedding into the ith coordinate; and 7Tj : A111 -> A be 
the projection onto the j t h coordinate. Denote the projection An -> _4 n / [ / (A ) ]* 
77 71 
by e, and set O;j = -Kj(pev\. For a G A, we have ^ gijsfi(a) = JZ KjpEVisfi(a) = 
i=i i=i 
7Tjipsf(a) = 0. Thus, J ] gij(sfi) = 0 in F(A) and the same holds for J2 <Mjfi = 
i=\ -=1 
l-t9ij(sfi)'^QE(A). 
i = i 
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It remains to construct /3i , . . . , j3in. Define a map a: A
n -» Q by a(a\,..., an) — 
71 
^cxi(ai). Then af = 0, and a induces a map a: An/[f(A)]* -» Q defined by 
i = i 
a(x + [1(A)]*) — a(x). Since Q is injective, there is /3: _4m -» Q with /3<D = cY. Set 
ft- — /J restricted to the j th component of Am. Since Q is injective, we may regard 
??i 
l3j as a map (33: QA -> Q. If :r = (:?;i xm) G A
m, then fi(x) = £ PJTT3(X). 
j = \ 
Let a G A Then ^/^(a) G An/[/'(A)]* and aevi(a) — a{(a). On the other hand, 
??i in 
asui(a) = liipevila) = £ PWj{p)- Thus (a{ - £ 0j9ij)\A = 0. Since QA /A is 
j-= i j = i 
??? 
torsion, we liave cY; = £ PjQij-
3 = 1 
(c) =-> (a): Let m < u> and B = _4m. We show in the first step that M = 
Hom(QL?,Q) is a flat Q£(L?)-module. For this, we compute the character module 
Homz(M, Q/l) and show that it is injective. We have 
M =• Homz (HomQ Z ? ( A )(QF(A)
m ,QA) ,Q) = Homz(QA,Q) ®QE{A) QE(A)
7n. 
Hence, 
Hom z(M,Q/Z) = Homz (liomz(QA,Q) ®QE{A) QE(A)
m,Q/l) 
= HomQ E ( A ) (QF(A)
m ,Homz (Hom z (QA ,Q) ,Q/Z)) 
in which Homz (QA,Q), is a flat QI?(A)-module whose character module is injec-
tive. Since liomQE{A) (QE(A)
m,-) is a category equivalence between QE{A)*//
 ail(4 
QF[B)-// which preserves injectives, we have that Homz(M, Q/T) is injective. 
Suppose / G Hom(I7,I7'1) and let x be a non-zero element of RB(B
n/[f(B)]*). 
Set C = Bn/[f(B)]* and choose a pure corank-1 subgroup K of C with x & K. Let 
e: C/K -» Q be a monomorphism, and <p: Bn -» C/K the factor map. As before 
Vi: B —> I7n is the embedding into the ith coordinate. Set cY; = eipvi. Since Q is 
injective, Q^ extends to a map in Hom(QI7,Q). Denote the ith component map of / 
by fi G E(B). We have £ a j ^ b ) = Y.^vfi(b) = eipf(b) = 0 for all b G B. Since 
i = l 
n 
QH/I7 is torsion, £ a;/; = 0. Let x = (xu.. .,xn) G A
n with ip(x) = x + K = 0. 
t = i 
n 
Then £ az-(:vt) = X ^ ^ ^ i ^ i ) — £^p(x) ^ 0 since £ is one-to-one. 
i = i 
Since Hom(QB,Q) is a flat Q£(H)-module, there are gi3 G QE(B) and [3j G 
7 1 ??? 
Hom(QI3,Q) with ]T ;%'/; — 0 and Yl PjOij = ai- There is a non-zero integer s 
i=l j=l 
with sgij G E(B). Define g3: B
n -» I3n by g3(bY,..., bn) = (sgl3(bi),... ,sgnj(bn)), 
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and o: Bn -> B by cr(bi,.. ., bn) = ]T
 bi- W e obtain, 
i = i 
7 1 7 1 
mf(b) = J2a^(°' • • •. /.(&). °. • • •) = E W.(&) = °-
{ = 1 
Thus, og.j induces a map hj : Bn/[f(B)]* —> H for each j . 
Define /i: C -> Bm by % ) = (lh(y),... Jim(y)) for y G C, and f5: (QB)
m -> y * 
u v /3 = (/3i. • • • )/̂ 77i). If 7 : L?m —> 15 is the summation map, then 
Ph(x) = 15(11, ( :c) , . . . , hm(x)) = (3(agl(x),...,agm(x)) 
71 n 
= /*( E Sfifzl(^z). • • • > E ^ i m ( ^ i ) ) 
i = l 7 = 1 
71 
= (#1 E Sgil (#i)» • • • , An E ?/=l ^ i m ( ^ - ) ) • 
i = l 
71 Ш 
Hence, 7l3/i(:z) = E ( E PjS9ij){xi) = s E «;(#) ^ 0 since E a . ( z . ) 7̂  0 and Q is 
7 = 1 j = l 1 = 1 1 = 1 
torsion-free. Therefore b(;v) -7-. 0, and ;T $ RB(C), a contradiction. 
Finally, let / E H o m ( A m , A n ) , and view / as an element Hom(D ,47 n ) . Tlicrc 
exists an index-set I with An/[f(Am)\, C Hn/[/(H)]+ C B
1 = (Am)!. Thus, 
An/[f(Am)]* is a finitely ^-generated subgroup of (A11)1, and there exists a k < UJ 
with An/[f(Am)]* C Ak by Theorem 2.1 since H o m ( A n , A ) lias the ACC for annihi-
lators. • 
3 . COFLAT GROUPS OF FINITE RANK 
\NQ wall explore various equivalent characterizations of coflat finite rank groups. 
The first gives a description of the groups A such that QA is injective as an E(A)-
module. We note t h a t if A has finite rank, then QA* = H o m ( Q A , Q) carries a 
natura l right QE(A) s tructure and QA** = n a t QA. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .1 . Let A have finite rank. Then A is coflat if and only if QA is 
the injective hull of A as an E(A)-module. 
P r o o f . Assume that A is coflat. Then by Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, QA* 
is projective since QE(A) is Artinian. For an ideal I of QE(A), QA* is projective 
with respect to 0 -> (QE(A)/I)* -> QE(A)* -> I* -> 0. Consequently, QA** = QA 
is injective with respect to 
0 —> I** —> QE(A)** 
T< V 
0 — > I —> QE(A). 
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This implies that QA is infective over QE(A) by Baer's injective test lemma. Thus 
QA is injective as a QF(A)-module. This is equivalent to QA being injective as an 
F(A)-module. 
If QA is injective as an F(A)-module, then QA is injective over QE(A). Let 
QE(A)k -> QA* be a resolution of QA*. Then 0 -> QA** -> (QE(A)*)k is split so 
QA* = QA*** is a summand of a free module. By Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, 
A is coflat. 
In [RW] the authors consider a class f̂ of modules described by a term T. They 
form the class £,(&) of all exact sequences s: 0 —> U -> V —> W -> 0 in the module 
category, relative to which each X G V is projective. They call a module M a co-F 
module, if M is injective with respect to each s in £(#"). The sequences s in (,(¥) 
are called proper (with respect to c£). 
For example, if <tf is the class of all flat modules, then the co-flat modules are the 
modules injective with respect to each e in £(^) . • 
Coro l lary 3.2. Let A have finite rank. Then, in the category of all left E(A)-
modulcs, QA is co-flat if and only if A is a coflat group. 
P r o o f . If A is coflat then QA is injective as an F(A)-module so it is certainly 
co-flat. Conversely, it is clear that QA is co-flat in the category of all left QE(A)-
modules. We will show that any sequence 0-> U -> V -> W -> 0 with V a finitely 
generated QF(A)-module, is proper (with respect to the flat QE(A)-modules). 
Let F be a flat QF(A)-module and a: F -> W. Since F* is injective (Theorem 3.44 
in [R.n]) the diagram 
0 —> W* —•> V* 
F* 
can be completed. Let a: V* -> F* make the diagram commute. 
By the contravariance and naturality of HOIIIQ(-,<3), the diagram 
F C F** 
V —> W —> 0 
4 4 
v** > w** > 0 
is commutative where /3 = ®*\F. Hence any sequence 0 - > U - > V - > J V - > 0 with 
V finitely generated is proper. In particular, 0 -> I -> QE(A) is proper for any left 
ideal I of QE(A), and QA is injective by Baer's criterion. • 
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When A has finite rank, there is an X ^ Q of least type such that A is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Xr for r = rank A The type of X is the outer type of A, OT(A) 
(§1 in [A]). 
L e m m a 3 .3 . Let A have finite rank and X ^ Q have type OT(A). Then G = 
A 0 X is cotiat. 
P r o o f . If / G H o m ( G n , G m ) then OT(Gm l[f(Gn)]*) ^ OT(Gm) = OT(A) = 
type A". Therefore, if r = rank A, the group Gm/(f(Gn)}* is isomorphic to a sub-
group of Xin(r+V ^ G m ( r + 1 ) . • 
Although Lemma 3.3 points out the complexity of cofiat groups, we can determine 
the almost completely decomposable groups for which the divisible and F-injcctivc 
hulls coincide. This description is equivalent to the one given in [V\V]: 
T h e o r e m 3.4 . Assume that A is quasi-isomorphic to A\ 0 . . . 0 Av where each 
A-, is a rank-1 group of type T-L. Then QA is the E-injective hull of A if and only if 
for every i, j and k, if T{ A Tj ^ r^, then for some m, rm ^ T; V TJ. 
P r o o f . Assume QA is injectivc as an F-module and Z ^ A^ ^ Q for all C. 
If T7; A Tj ^ Tk, then there is an integer s ^ 0 such that sAk C Ai D Aj. Define / : 
Ak -> A{ 0 Aj by f(a) = (sa, sa). Now type (A{ 0 Aj)/[f(Ak)]* =T{V TJ, and since 
A is cofiat, Ai 0 Aj/[f(Ak)]* embeds in A, so consequently Tm ^ T?- V Tj for some m. 
Conversely, let / / 1 , . . . , / t n be the maximal elements in T = {Tt- | i = 1, 2 , . . . , /•}. 
Because of the condition on the types, connected components in the graph of T have 
a unique maximal clement. Therefore, Bi = 0{A 7 - | Tj ^ /^} is fully invariant 
in A and A is quasi-isomorphic to D\ 0 . . . 0 Bn. Since E(A) is quasi-isomorphic 
to E(B\) x . . . x E(Bn), it suffices to show that QD{ is injeetive over E(D{). But 
Bi = d 0 Xi where Xi has type Ui and Ci = 0 or OT(C{) ^ //.,. So H,- is cofiat by 
Lemma 3.3. • 
4 . ENDOMORPHISM RINGS OF COFLAT ABELIAN GROUPS 
A ring I? whose additive groups is torsion-free is cojlat if every module M which 
admits an exact sequence 0 -> V -> 0 U R -> AI -> 0 in which V
r is the /-purification 
of a finitely generated submodule of 0 n R, is contained in a finitely generated free 
module. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . Let A be a torsion-free abelian group which is faithfully Rat as an 
E(A)-module. Then, A is cofiat if and only if E(A) is a cofiat ring. 
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P r o o f . Let E(A) be a coflat ring and consider an exact sequence 0 —> V % 
0 u A —> G —> 0 of torsion-free abelian groups, in wliicli V contains a finitely A 
generated subgroup U such that V/U is torsion, and iy is the inclusion map. Denote 
the inclusion U C V by in. Then, iyiu is the inclusion U ^ 0 n - 4 . 
We may assume HA(V) = imHA(iy) and HA(U) — \\\\HA(iu) C HA(V). Let 
IV be the /-purification of HA(U) in HA(($nA) and denote the enibedding IV C 
HA ( 0 n ^ )
 b> r -• S i l l c e HA(V) is pure in HA ( 0 n A), we obtain that IV C HA(V). 
Define a map 0i : TA(W) -> V by Oi(aQa) — a (a) for a G IV and a G A. Moreover, 
HA(iu): HA(U) -> IV. For a G //^(U) and a G A, we obtain iuOu(a 0 a) = a (a) = 
xTлHл(iџ) . Consideľ the commutаtive diаgrаm 
0 — -> TЛ(W)
 Г^] T л H л ( Ø n A)
 T^] TA(HA{QПA)/W) -
[°i l[o®„л [ 2 
-> 0 
0 — •> ^ " ^ н-4 Л C7 --> 0 
in which 7r is the projection HA ( 0 n A) —> H/i ( 0 n A)/W. T h e map 02 making the 
diagram commute exists once we have established that the first square commutes. 
Let a G W and a G A. Then OQ ATA(e)(aQa) = (ea)(a) = a ( a ) and iy6\(a®u) = 
a (a). Diagram chasing yields t h a t 62 is onto. 
Let x G k e r 0 2 . Choose y G T 4 H A ( 0 n A ) with TA(ir)(y) = :i\ Since 0 = 
&2TA(n)(y) = fi@®n A(U)I
 w e n a v e t u a t #© t l /i(l/) — iv(
z) f ° r some 2 G V. There is 
a non-zero integer 771 such that inz G im0 t ; . Hence, we can find u G TAHA(U) with 
mz = iuOu(u) = 0iT/iH/\(it/)(H) as shown before. Set uj = TAHA(iu)(
u)- Then, 
0 0 y4T/\(£r)(w;) = iyO\(w) = i\/(?n^) = 0 0 A('
}nv)- Since 0 0 4̂ is one-to-one, we 
obtain my = T/\(£)(uj). Hence, nix = TAM(niy) = Ty\(7r)Tv4(e)(uj) = 0. Conse-
quently, ker0-2 is contained in the torsion-subgroup of TA {HA( 0 n A)/W) which is 
zero since A is flat and HA(@uA)/W is torsion-free. Therefore, 02 is an isomor-
phism, and it suffices to show tha t TA(HA( 0 n A))/W is contained in a finitely 
generated free module since A is flat. 
By the fact tha t E(A) is coflat ring, this holds once we have shown that HA(U) 
is finitely generated. There exists an exact sequence (J)m A —> U —> 0 since U is 
finitely A-generated. Because of U C 0 n - 4 , the group U is A-solvable, and HA(O~) 
is onto since A is faithfully flat. 
Conversely, suppose tha t A is coflat and consider an exact sequence 0 —> U —> 
0 n E(A) —> 11/ —> 0 such that A /
+ is torsion-free, and U contains a finitely generated 
V with U/V torsion. There exist exact sequences 0 -> TA(U) -> TA(®nE(A)) -> 
Ty l(iU) -•> 0 and 0 -> TA(V) -> TA(U) -> TA(U/V) -•> 0 of torsion-free groups in 
which T/\(Vr) is finitely A-gencrated and TA(U/V) is torsion. Thus, TA(U) is the A-
purification of a finitely A-generated subgroup of TA(Q)nE(A)). Since A is coflat, 
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there is a monomorphism a: TA(M) -> © m A. Hence, HATA(M) is contained in a 
finitely generated free module. 
Let © 7 E(A) A U -> 0 be exact. Since U C © n F ( A ) , we have that TA(U) C 
TA(Q)nE(A)) is A-solvable. Hence HATA(a) is onto, and 
HATA{@,E(A)) "
A^a) HATA(U) —> 0 
®,E(A) - A [/ _ > 0 
yields that <£// is onto. Consider the commutative diagran 
0 —> ^ T / S ( U ) —» / L t T ^ e ^ A ) ) - 4 HATA(M) —> 0 
I Vo ' | V©„ E(.4) I ^M 
0—> U —> ®nE(A) —> M —>0 
whose rows are exact since TA(M) C © m A is A-solvable. Thus, ipu is an isomor-
phism and the same holds for <pM. Thus M = HATA(M) C 0 m F(A). • 
Theorem 4.2. A torsion-free ring R is cofiat (iff QR is cofiat) iff every finitely 
related QR-modulc is isomorphic to a submodulc of a free module. 
P r o o f . Let R be cofiat, and consider an exact sequence 0 -> U -> ©7} QR —» 
M -> 0 of finitely generated QI?-modules. Choose a finitely generated I?-submodule 
W of U such that V/W is torsion; and set V = U n © n I?. Then, © n I ? / V = 
( © n ^
 c 0 / ^ = ^I is torsion-free, and U/V =* (U, © n R)/( © n 1?) is torsion. Thus, 
(IV, V)/V is bounded, and we may assume IV C V. In particular, QW = QV = U. 
Let IV* be the /-purification of IV in © n R. Then, IV* C V, and © n R/W\ is a sub-
module of a free I?-module F. Hence Q( © n R)/Q\V* = Q( © n I?/IV*) C <?F, a free 
QH-module. On the other hand, QW* = QV = U yields AI =" <2( © n I?)/QIV* C 
QF. 
Conversely, suppose the latter condition holds, and consider a pure exact sequence 
0 -> V —> © n R —> AI —> 0 of It-modules in which V contains a finitely generated 
submodulc U with V/U torsion. Then QV = QU is a finitely generated QI?-module, 
and there is a free QB-module F such that QM =* Q(@nR)/QV C F. Since 
AI C QM is finitely generated, there is a finitely generated free I?-submodule P of 
F and a non-zero integer m such that mM C P. Since M = ?nAI, we have that AI 
is a submodulc of a free I?-module. • 
Closely related to the notion of cofiat is the following concept. An abclian group 
A is strongly coflnt if every subgroup U of A'1, where n < uo and SA(U) = U, satisfies 
A'l/U* is a subgroup of an A-projective group of finite A-rank. Similarly, a ring 1? is 
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strongly coflat if every finitely generated H-module which is torsion-free as abelian 
group is contained in a free module. 
Using the same methods as in the proof of the previous results, we obtain 
Corollary 4.3. Tiie following conditions are equivalent for a torsion-free abelian 
group A which is faithfully as an E(A)-module: 
(a) .4 is strongly coflat. 
(1)) E(A) is strongly coflat. 
(c) Finitely generated QE(A)-modules are submodules of free modules. 
With this we obtain 
Corollary 4.4. The following are equivalent for a torsion-free group A which is 
faithfully flat as an E(A)-module: 
(a) A is strongly coflat, and E(A) is non-singular. 
(b) E(A) is non-singular, finite dimensional ring, and A is coflat. 
(c) QA is semi-simple Artinian. 
P r o o f . (a) => (c): Since E(A) is non-singular, the same holds for QE(A). 
Suppose 0 ^ I is an essential right ideal of QE(A). Then QE(A)/I is a submodule 
of a free module, and hence QE(A)/I is non-singular. This results in a contradiction 
unless I — QE(A). Thus, QE(A) is semi-simple Artinian. 
(c) -=> (b) is obvious. 
(b) => (a): Let U be a submodule of 0 n QE(A). Then, U contains a finitely 
generated submodule V which is essential since QE(A) has finite Goldie-dimension. 
BY 0>)> © „ QE(A)/U is non-singular. Suppose V ^ U. Then 0 / V/U is a singular 
submodule of the non-singular module ® n QE(A)/U, a contradiction. • 
Corollary 4.5. The following conditions are equivalent for a torsion-free abelian 
group A which is faithfully flat as an E(A)-module and has an integral domain as 
its endomorphism ring: 
(a) A is coflat. 
(b) A is strongly coflat. 
(c) QE(A) is a held. 
Example 4.6. Let A be faithfully flat with E(A) = l[x]. Then A is not coflat. 
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